The authors [1, 2] propose experiments in which two masses prepared in superposition states interact gravitationally, and argue that the generation of entanglement through this interaction can demonstrate the quantum nature of gravity. Both proposals base their conclusions on the idea that the interaction is mediated by a physical entity (gravitons). However, at the weak-gravity, non-relativistic (WG-NR) limit in which these proposed experiments function, the gravitational interaction is determined by the scalar constraint of General Relativity (GR), and not by a dynamical equation for physical degrees of freedom (dof). The relevant gravitational dofs in the proposed experiments are pure gauge, with no physical content, either classical or quantum. For this reason, they cannot ascertain the quantum nature of gravity.
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This point is well known in electromagnetism (EM). Consider the interaction of electrically charged matter fields ψ with the EM field. In the Hamiltonian formulation, the electric field E a is the conjugate momentum to the magnetic potential A a , (a = 1, 2, 3). The system has a first-class constraint, namely, Gauss law: ∂ a E a = 4πρ, where ρ is the charge density of the ψ fields.
First-class constraints split the dofs of a system into pure-gauge and true (i.e., physical) ones. The former dofs are not observable and they must be removed from the dynamical description [3] . In EM theory, the longitudinal components of E a and A a are pure gauge, and the transverse ones (EM waves) are the true dofs. Only the latter appear in the Hamiltonian:
|r−r ′ | + H T + H I , where H ψ , H T and H I describe matter, EM waves and matter-radiation interaction, respectively.
The constraint analysis generates the Coulomb term through the removal of the pure-gauge dofs.
The Coulomb term depends only on-it is 'slaved' to-the matter dofs. Hence, it can exist without the true dofs of the EM field. For quantum matter, the charge density is represented by an operator. Then, the Coulomb term is assimilated into the matter Hamiltonian (e.g., as the potential term in the hydrogen atom Hamiltonian).
Suppose we prepare a bipartite system that consists of two spatially-separated charge distributions. Then, the Coulomb term alone generates entanglement between the two components, irrespective of whether the EM-wave dofs have been quantized or not. Conversely, the generation of entanglement through the Coulomb term says nothing about the quantum nature of the EM field.
The same holds for weak gravity. The linearization of the GR field equations around Minkowski spacetime leads to an action similar to the EM one. The true dofs of the linearized perturbations are their transverse-traceless (TT) components, i.e., gravitational waves (GWs). The quantization of the short-wavelength TT perturbations gives rise to gravitons. The Hamiltonian in the WG-NR limit is H = H mat −G drdr
|r−r ′ | +H T T +H I where G is Newton's constant, µ(r) is the mass density; H mat , H T T and H I describe matter, GWs and GW-matter interaction respectively.
The Newtonian interaction term in the Hamiltonian above is generated by a pure-gauge component φ of the perturbations through the Poisson equation ∇ 2 φ = −4πGµ. The latter represents the scalar constraint of GR in the WG-NR limit [4] . The above arguments for the EM field can be straightforwardly repeated here, to the effect that entanglement generated by the quantized Newtonian term is agnostic to the nature of the gravitational true dofs, classical or quantum, (i.e., to the existence of gravitons). For the same reason, a detection of gravitational cat states [5] is also no indication of the quantum nature of gravity.
Historically, the successful use of quantum Hamiltonians with a Coulomb term was never taken as an indication of the quantum nature of the EM field. The definitive experimental proof for photons involves phenomena like photon anti-bunching [6] and the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect [7] . The identification of gravitons is not easier [8] .
The proposed experiments are best interpreted in relation to Alternative Quantum Theories (AQTs) that postulate that the Newtonian potential φ is not slaved to the mass-density if the latter is quantum. In such AQTs, the Newtonian term defines a noisy [9] or even a purely classical [10] interaction channel. The proposed experiment can test such AQTs versus the standard constraint analysis of gravity, which suggests that the Newtonian term generates purely unitary evolution.
Such tests will provide novel information about the interplay between gravity and quantum theory, and may show that some conceptual issues therein (e.g., lightcone fluctuations, emergent gravity) can be addressed with the help of tabletop experiments [5, 11, 12] . But they cannot demonstrate the quantum nature of gravity.
